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Tattoos are no longer unusual or uncommon; they are now an undeniable element of mainstream

style and fashion. But tattoos are expensive and, more importantly, permanent; so choosing an

image is a very big decision. Here to help is 500 Tattoo Designs, a vast reference library of popular

tattoos. Neatly organized by theme, the clearly executed line drawings cover every conceivable

subject area &#151; historical and traditional to modern, from tribal imagery of native American

Indians, Japanese and Chinese characters, arcane hieroglyphics to gothic skulls, Celtic amulets,

and more. The book also features body positioning hints for specific designs, a discussion of color

dynamics, and notes on health and safety. Whether you want to show off your design or conceal it,

this book is packed with hundreds of possibilities.
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Henry Ferguson is one of the UK's leading authorities on tattoo and body art. As well as being the

publisher of Body Art magazine, one of the foremost journals on body art, Henry co-authored The

Art of Tattoo. Henry lives in Norfolk. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.

Great book



Only gave it a 5 star rating so people would not buy this book. My 3 year old can draw flash better

than the illustrations in this book and he is blind.. Find one of the tattoofinder.com flash books.

Great tattoo designs. Used this book for henna tattoo ideas

I must not have read the review on this book before I purchased it. I usually do when I shop so I'm

beginning to wonder if I intentionally meant to order this at all. I truly must have clicked the wrong

button somewhere.With the promise of 256 pages of tattoo design, I can see why people may buy

this item. To tell you the truth, I have never been so disappointed by a book in my life. I can say that

without exaggerating. A couple of the Asian line art images were ok, just to give it some slack, but

basically all I'm left with here is a collection of primitive and child-like drawings.The number of pages

might be correct, but the book is teeny tiny; only 14 x 17 centimeters, so the butter is spread thin.

Furthermore the biggest flaw is the shameful lack of explanatory text to these doodles (which I

would hardly call 'designs'). Ultimately you don't get very much content at all.I was planning my next

tattoo and needed a little input; needless to say; this book certainly did no such thing.It's a waste of

good paper and money.

Great.

had one before , great designs, previous book was stolen so had to replace, great seller

Fast shipping but not very thrilled with the book itself....not very good stencils! Would have liked

better pictures but I guess for price it was okay!

I think writing down a review should be optional. Just like how it used to be. I just want to give a

couple of stars, clear my order history and get on with the rest of my day. But now we can't send a

rating until we give a review on the product we ordered. I used to only write a review if there was

something wrong. I f not, then I give five stars. I don't time to write a review for everything I order so

I'll just copy and paste this on every order. MAKE THIS SECTION OPTIONAL. Thank you and have

a great day!
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